Chapter 5. Implementation and Development
Section 5.1. Hardware Implementation
Section 5.1.1. Component Descriptions
After the communication method had been proven effective by computer
simulations and laboratory experiments, it was time to design and build the hardware to
realize the IVDS system itself. The first choice to make was the digital signal processor.
Information about a plethora of DSPs was collected from various manufacturers and
compiled into a large spreadsheet. There were many criteria to consider during the
selection process, including cost, computational speed, fixed vs. floating point
representation of data, amount of on-chip memory, port and DMA capabilities, power
requirements, etc. Very few DSPs were capable of handling the required computation
workload, and so the selection field was narrowed significantly by this criterion alone. In
the end the Analog Devices ADSP-2181 was chosen, and several of its most relevant
features are listed below [24]:

• 30 ns instruction cycle time from 16.67 MHz crystal @ 5.0 volts
• 33 MIPS sustained performance
• 80K bytes of on-chip RAM configured as 16K words of program memory and 16K
•
•
•
•
•

words of data memory
Two double-buffered serial ports with companding hardware and automatic data
buffering
Programmable 16-bit interval timer with prescaler
Automatic booting of on-chip program memory from byte-wide external memory,
e.g., EPROM, or through internal DMA port
Single-cycle instruction execution
3-bus architecture allows dual operand fetches in every instruction cycle
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• Multifunction instructions
• Power-Down mode featuring low CMOS standby power dissipation with 100 cycle
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

recovery from power down condition
Low power dissipation in idle mode
ADSP-2100 family code compatible, with instruction set extensions
Dual purpose program memory for both instruction and data storage
Independent ALU, multiplier/accumulator, and barrel shifter computational units
Two independent data address generators
Powerful program sequencer provides zero overhead looping and conditional
instruction execution
16-bit internal DMA port for high speed access to on-chip memory
Byte memory interface for storage of data tables and program overlays
8-bit DMA to byte memory for transparent program and data memory transfers
I/O memory interface with 2048 locations supports parallel peripherals
Programmable memory strobe and separate I/O memory space permits “glueless”
system design
Programmable wait state generation
Six external interrupts
13 programmable flag pins provide flexible system signaling

The following “General Description” is also provided in the specifications document
[24], and briefly describes the most salient features and capabilities:
The ADSP-2181 is a single-chip microcomputer optimized for digital signal
processing (DSP) and other high-speed numeric processing applications.
The ADSP-2181 combines the ADSP-2100 family base architecture (three
computational units, data address generators and a program sequencer) with two
serial ports, a 16-bit internal DMA port, a byte DMA port, a programmable
timer, Flag I/O, extensive interrupt capabilities, and on-chip program and data
memory.
The ADSP-2181 integrates 80K bytes of on-chip memory configured as
16K words (24-bit) of program RAM, and 16K words 16-bit) of data RAM.
Power down circuitry is also provided to meet the low power needs of battery
operated portable equipment. The ADSP-2181 is available in 128-pin TQFP
and 128-pin PQFP packages.
In addition, the ADSP-2181 supports new instructions, which include bit
manipulations – bit set, bit clear, bit toggle, bit test – new ALU constants, new
multiplication instruction (x squared), biased rounding, result free ALU
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operations, I/O memory transfers, and global interrupt masking, for increased
flexibility.
Fabricated in a high speed, double metal, low power, 0.5 µm CMOS
process, the ADSP-2181 operates with a 30 ns instruction cycle time. Every
instruction can execute in a single processor cycle.
The ADSP-2181’s flexible architecture and comprehensive instruction set
allow the processor to perform multiple operations in parallel. In one processor
cycle the ADSP-2181 can:

•
•
•
•
•

Generate the next program address
Fetch the next instruction
Perform one or two data moves
Update one or two data address pointers
Perform a computational operation
This takes place while the processor continues to:

•
•
•
•

Receive and transmit data through the two serial ports
Receive and/or transmit data through the internal DMA port
Receive and/or transmit data through the byte DMA port
Decrement timer
After the DSP was chosen, the next decision involved the codec. Since the DSP

development kits for the ADSP-2181 employed the very capable Analog Devices
AD1847 codec, it was a natural choice that would minimize the potential for problems or
conflicts and permit rapid integration. Furthermore, given our 16.0 kHz sampling rate, its
Σ∆ DAC provides rapid anti-aliasing rolloff with a three-dB point at 6.4 kHz and more
than 74 dB of attenuation for all frequencies above 9.6 kHz. In addition, its dynamic
range exceeds 70 dB, and the gain and attenuation for its multiple input channels are fully
programmable. Several of its most pertinent features are listed below [25]:

• Single-chip integrated Σ∆ digital audio stereo codec
• Multiple channels of stereo input
• On-chip signal filters: digital interpolation and decimation, analog output low-pass
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Programmable gain and attenuation
Sample rates from 5.5 kHz to 48 kHz
Operation from +5 V supplies
Serial digital interface compatible with ADSP-21xx fixed point DSP
Supports the Microsoft Windows Sound System
Analog and digital signal mixing

The following “Product Overview” is also provided in the codec specifications
document [25], and briefly describes the most salient features and capabilities:
The AD1847 SoundPort Stereo Codec integrates key audio data conversion
and control functions into a single integrated circuit. The AD1847 is intended
to provide a complete, low cost, single-chip solution for business, game audio
and multimedia applications requiring operation from a single +5 V supply. It
provides a serial interface for implementation on a computer motherboard, addin or PCMCIA card.
External circuit requirements are limited to a minimal number of low cost
support components. Anti-imaging [interpolation] DAC output filters are
incorporated on-chip. Dynamic range exceeds 70 dB over the 20 kHz audio
band. Sample rates from 4.4 kHz to 48 kHz are supported from external
crystals.
The Codec includes a stereo pair of Σ∆ analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)
and a stereo pair of Σ∆ digital-to-analog converters (DACs). Inputs to the ADC
can be selected from four stereo pairs of analog signals: line 1, line 2, auxiliary
(“aux”) line #1, and post-mixed DAC output. A software-controlled
programmable gain stage allows independent gain for each channel going into
the ADC. The ADCs’ output can be digitally mixed with the DACs’ input.
The pair of 16-bit outputs from the ADCs is available over a serial interface
that also supports 16-bit digital input to the DACs and control/status
information. The AD1847 can accept and generate 16-bit twos-complement
PCM linear digital data, 8-bit unsigned magnitude PCM linear data, and 8-bit µlaw or A-law companded digital data.
The Σ∆ DACs are preceded by a digital interpolation filter. An attenuator
provides independent user volume control over each DAC channel. Nyquist
images are removed from the DACs’ analog stereo output by on-chip switchedcapacitor and continuous-time filters. Two stereo pairs of auxiliary line-level
inputs can also be mixed in the analog domain with the DAC output.
The AD1847 serial data interface uses a Time Division Multiplex (TDM)
scheme that is compatible with DSP serial ports configured in Multi-Channel
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Mode with 32 16-bit time slots (i.e., SPORT0 on the ADSP-2101, ADSP-2115,
etc.).
The 2181’s 32K bytes of internal memory was supplemented by ROMs and later
EPROMs. The sizes of the supplemental memories varied from 256 kilobytes to four
megabytes, and allowed the use of program overlays as well as an entire library of
sampled user messages, in both English and Spanish.
The audio processing subsystem consists of an electret microphone, two stages of
active filters, the codec, and the digital signal processor. The audio amplifier/filters are
discussed in more detail in Section 5.2. Because of their importance for code reception,
and also the amount of work expended on their behalf, they deserve a comprehensive
description in their own section.
The radio frequency transmitter employs a spread spectrum scheme with fifty
chips per bit, and 184 bits are transmitted in each message. Since the chip rate is 2.0
MHz, each message endures for 4.6 ms. The carrier frequency is chosen randomly from
906, 912, 918, and 924 MHz for each message, which increases the rate of successful
reception at the repeater units when competing AudioLinks are transmitting
simultaneously. Since the AudioLink contains only a transmitter and not a receiver, there
is no way to ensure reception at the repeater units (i.e., no handshaking is possible). This
“transmit and pray” approach relies on each message being re-transmitted a total of ten
times, one time in each two-second block, for a duration of twenty seconds. In order to
further avoid transmission collisions in neighborhoods with multiple AudioLinks, the
transmit time within each two second interval is chosen randomly. If the reader is
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interested, statistical evaluations and further analysis of this communications approach
are available [26]. Like everything else in the AudioLink, the frequency synthesizer and
transmitter were completely controlled by the DSP through its ports, interrupts, registers,
and status and control flags.
An infrared detector allows the AudioLink to receive IR signals from remote
controls. The DSP receives the demodulated signal from the detector, and analyses the
state transitions to decode the binary sequences representing the remote control key
presses. Remote control signals vary in sequence length and bit length, and several de
facto code standards exist. Pulse width modulation is the most common scheme, and the
DSP uses the embedded timer and interrupts based on the state transitions to effectively
estimate the pulse widths and thereby decode the binary sequences. The DSP is currently
capable of decoding signals from any universal remote control programmed for an RCA
laser disc player, although it can be re-programmed later to recognize other device
emulations. The laser disc was chosen since it is less common than the other possibilities
considered, and so component conflicts were less likely. Once the IVDS system begins
to fully penetrate the market, the sponsors plan to investigate and utilize other
emulations. Since wireless IR keyboards already exist, they too could later be interfaced
with the AudioLink. This would be especially useful in web browser mode, and would
allow the sending and receiving of electronic mail for instance.

Section 5.1.2. Power supply vs. battery (noise interference)
Upon receipt of each new version of prototype from the manufacturer, we had to
test the AudioLink to verify its proper operation and search for defects. This usually
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entailed receiving audio codes, providing an IR response from a remote control, and
verifying successful reception of the messages at the repeater unit and then the host
computer. One of the earliest prototypes, however, completely failed to receive the audio
codes regardless of their relative volume levels. In order to determine and isolate the
cause of the difficulty, we intercepted the audio signal after the microphone and audio
amplifier/filter stages, and sampled it with a computer soundcard. During the experiment
the only acoustic signal being picked up by the microphone was background room noise,
mainly due to computers, other electronic equipment, and the overhead fluorescent lights.
The sampled signal was saved to a WAV file and loaded into Matlab where its power
spectral density was calculated. The plot of the PSD is shown below in Figure 5.1. The
harmonic sinusoids in the spectrum are quite evident, and would certainly compete and
corrupt the code sinusoids between 2.4 and 6.4 kHz. Note that the noise floor shows the
effective response of the (old version of the) audio filter stages, and the low frequencies
below 1.5 kHz, which are typically the strongest in television audio, have been greatly
attenuated.
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Figure 5.1 Signal PSD – AudioLink Powered by Switching Power Supply
Using a microphone connected directly to the computer soundcard verified that
the background room noise did not possess such harmonic components. Rather it was
being introduced in the audio amplifier/filter stages of the AudioLink. After further
investigation we began to suspect that the switching power supply was generating the
harmonics which were then leaking into the amplifiers. In order to test this hypothesis
we disabled the power supply and ran the device from a battery source, and repeated the
experiment. The PSD of the intercepted signal is shown below in Figure 5.2 and verifies
that the power supply was the culprit. Note that the remaining sinusoids are due to the
room noise (both acoustic and electric), generated by the electronic equipment and
fluorescent lighting.
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Figure 5.2 Signal PSD – AudioLink Powered by Dry-Cell Batteries
Disconnecting the microphone from the AudioLink provided further insight to the
problem. The PSD plots for the power supply and battery power conditions with the
microphone disconnected are shown below in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively.
The magnitude response of the audio amplifier/filter cascade is quite evident in the plots,
as is the harmonic interference created by the power supply. The power supply problem
was remedied by using separate supplies for the analog and digital sub-circuits, and by
inserting passive RC network filters between the supplies and ground.
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Figure 5.3 Signal PSD – AudioLink Powered by Switching Power Supply
(Microphone Input Shorted)

Figure 5.4 Signal PSD – AudioLink Powered by Dry-Cell Batteries
(Microphone Input Shorted)
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Section 5.2. Audio Amplifiers and Filters
As mentioned above, the audio processing subsystem consists of an electret
microphone, two stages of active filters, the codec, and the digital signal processor. The
purpose of the active filters is to amplify the frequency band of interest and attenuate all
other frequencies, especially the lows. Since human voice contains mostly low frequency
energy, these filters provide some robustness against voice interference. They also allow
the application of increased gain, and so the digitized audio signal will better utilize the
available dynamic range. Because of their importance for code reception, and also the
amount of work expended on their behalf, they deserve a comprehensive description here.

Section 5.2.1. Original Design
The earliest AudioLink prototype possessed a single LM324 chip containing four
operational amplifiers, two of which were used by non-audio sub-circuits. Thus we were
allowed the other two op-amps for the audio amplifier and filter circuit. Since the electret
microphone is a passive device, the input impedance of the first stage had to be chosen
carefully to avoid improper loading and distortion. Furthermore, the gain of the filter had
to be large enough to sufficiently boost the low-level code sinusoids, but not too large
such that clipping occurs in the presence of the other stronger signal components that will
be received concurrently. Also, the filter should pass the frequencies between 2.4 and 6.4
kHz as cleanly and flatly as possible while rejecting all others. Given these constraints,
and the short time allowed for the initial version, we decided to start with a simple two
stage cascade structure. The first stage’s primary purpose was to buffer the microphone
signal, and the second stage was responsible for the high amplification. Both would be
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somewhat frequency selective, to the extent possible. Each stage would be a simple
bandpass design, with a layout as shown below in Figure 5.5.

Simple
Bandpass
Filter

Z2
R2
C2

Z1
Vi

C1

R1

Vo

Figure 5.5 Simple Bandpass Filter
For the simple bandpass filter circuit shown above, the transfer function H(s)
between the output voltage Vo and the input voltage Vi is given by

H (s ) =

Vo (s ) Z 2 (s )
=
Vi (s ) Z1 (s )
( 5.1 )

After substitution for the impedances shown in the figure, this becomes
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Factoring the result reveals the pole locations
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By placing the feedback path pole slightly above 6.4 kHz, the filter attenuated higher
frequencies. Likewise, the input path pole was placed slightly below 2.4 kHz to attenuate
the lower frequencies. In both cases the slow rolloff due to the simple poles was six dB
per octave, or twenty dB per decade. Using two stages in cascade doubled the effective
rolloff rate, since the poles were effectively doubled. Note that the high frequency rolloff
was not required, since the codec’s Σ∆ analog-to-digital converter sufficiently attenuated
all frequencies that might produce aliasing. However, the extra rolloff was a free benefit
that was obtained with no detriment to the other design specifications.
For the buffer stage the input path’s resistive impedance R1 was set somewhat
larger than the microphone’s 1.0 kΩ biasing resistor to minimize the loading effects, and
the capacitor C1 fixed the frequency of the pole. The feedback impedances were then
chosen to set the upper pole frequency and to provide approximately unity gain between
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the poles. The gain stage’s components were chosen in a similar manner; the ratio of the
resistors R2 and R1 approximately set the passband gain, and the capacitors were
subsequently selected to fix the pole locations. All components were then “quantized” to
the nearest standard ten-percent-tolerance value to complete the design.
For the above process of pole placement to work properly, the high and low
frequency poles must be sufficiently apart so their effects are independent. A common
rule of thumb is that they should be separated in frequency by a factor of ten or more. Of
course this condition was not satisfied here, and the frequency ratio was only 6.4/2.4 =
2.667.

Thus the responses due to the two poles overlapped significantly, and the

passband was rounded instead of flat and did not have unity gain as intended. This
situation was compounded by the fact that each of the two stages had such a non-ideal
response. A flatter passband response could be obtained by separating the high and low
frequency poles. However, the rolloff rate for the low frequencies was already too
gradual. Furthermore, a rounded passband and non-unity gain were not problems for the
application, and could be corrected somewhat by a digital filter in software. Therefore,
we decided to move the poles even closer together, to increase the low frequency rolloff
as much as possible.
The circuit diagram for the initial design is shown below in Figure 5.6, and the
ideal frequency response is provided in Figure 5.7. The circuit was simulated in PSpice,
and its frequency response was deemed acceptable for the first version. We also built and
tested the physical circuit to further verify its response before submitting the plans to the
prototype manufacturer. Note that the first stage’s poles occur (nominally) at 2821.9 and
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5075.1 Hertz, and the second stage’s at 2854.3 and 5564.9 Hertz. Based on the resistor
ratios the estimated passband amplification of the buffer stage is 4.667, and that of the
gain stage is 15.85, to yield a combined estimated peak gain of about 37 dB. As the
frequency response shows, the actual peak gain in the passband is only about thirty dB
because of the pole interactions.

Figure 5.6 Double Bandpass Audio Amplifier and Filter
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Figure 5.7 Magnitude Response of Double Bandpass Filter Cascade: a) Overall,
b) Passband, c) Stopband

Section 5.2.2. Elliptic Filter with Finite-Transmission Zeros
For the first prototype we were allowed only two op-amps for the audio amplifier
and filter. However, changes to one of the other AudioLink subsystems freed another op-
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amp for our use in subsequent versions. Having three op-amps provided much greater
flexibility in the circuit design. The buffer stage was critical to avoid improper loading of
the microphone, which would produce distorted input signals. But the other two op-amps
could be used in any manner to produce the best filter and amplifier combination
possible.
In order to significantly attenuate the low frequencies we decided to introduce a
highpass elliptic filter as a middle stage. Elliptic filters are known for their extremely
sharp rolloff characteristics due to finite transmission zeros reducing the transition region
[27]. If the zero were placed around 1.0 to 1.5 kHz, the transition from passband to
stopband would be rapid. The relatively large stopband lobe of the elliptic filter would be
diminished by the slower low frequency rolloffs of the buffer and gain stages, resulting in
an overall response well suited for the application.
Although the theory of using elliptic functions to approximate desired frequency
responses is quite interesting [28], our goal was a simple application of the theory to
solve a real problem. Therefore, Matlab was employed to compute the desired elliptic
transfer functions in the s-domain. These functions in the variable s were then used in a
complicated process to yield the final component values for the filter stage. I found that a
combination of the procedures found in two texts worked best [29], [28], although mixing
the two design processes had its potential pitfalls as well. Since the two presentations
contain inverted polynomial definitions as well as opposite sign conventions for the pole
definitions, confusing the two could result in unstable designs.
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The de-normalized pole and zero locations are found from the transfer function
computed in Matlab, and are used to compute related a, b, and c parameters. These
parameters are then entered into a spreadsheet, along with a set of rules describing the
interrelations between the various circuit components and parameters.

The design

process then enters an iterative trial and error stage. Several “independent” component
values and parameters are assigned explicitly, and other “dependent” component values
and parameters are computed according to the rules. The resulting circuit components
are examined to determine their appropriateness (i.e., to see if they are impractically large
or small). If necessary, the next cycle is initiated and the independent values are changed
in an attempt to yield all reasonable components. Once reasonable values are obtained
for all components, they are “quantized” to the nearest standard values, and the circuit
design is complete.
The final circuit is then entered into PSpice, where frequency response and other
analyses verify the design. For the initial three-stage version a Monte-Carlo simulation
was performed to see how the circuit behaved in the presence of components which
varied over their tolerances. This analysis suggested that a slight resonance at the leftmost edge of the passband could develop in certain relatively rare conditions. In the
presence of the worst case resonance, the passband gain varied over a range of about
eight or nine dB. This analysis prompted us to tighten the tolerances for the resistors
from ten to one percent, and the capacitors from ten to five percent. Furthermore, in
subsequent design iterations I was less ambitious with the filter specifications, which
reduced its sensitivity to component variation.
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The frequency response of the final (submitted) version of the elliptic filter is
shown below in Figure 5.8. (The next version has been designed and tested, but has not
yet been implemented.) The overall response is shown in plot (a), and close-ups of the
passband and stopband are provided in plots (b) and (c) respectively.
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Figure 5.8 Elliptic Filter Magnitude Response. a) Overall, b) Passband, c) Stopband
The magnitude responses of the three stages of the final version are shown below in
Figure 5.9. Plots (a), (b), and (c) show the buffer, elliptic, and gain stage responses
respectively. Figure 5.10 then zooms in on the passband responses of the three stages,
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and Figure 5.11 on the stopband responses. The resulting composite magnitude response
of the three-stage cascade is depicted in Figure 5.12, with plots (a), (b), and (c) showing
the overall, passband, and stopband responses, respectively.

Figure 5.9 Magnitude Responses of Stages: a) Buffer, b) Elliptic, c) Gain
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Figure 5.10 Passband Magnitude Response of Stages: a) Buffer, b) Elliptic, c) Gain
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Figure 5.11 Stopband Magnitude Responses of Stages: a) Buffer, b) Elliptic, c) Gain
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Figure 5.12 Resulting Magnitude Response of Cascade: a) All Frequencies,
b) Passband, c) Stopband
The circuit diagram for the microphone buffer stage is provided in Figure 5.13
below. Likewise, the diagram for the highpass elliptic stage is shown in Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.15 shows the gain stage incorporated with the elliptic stage in a single diagram.
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Note that the load at the output of the gain stage approximates the load at the
capacitively-coupled input of the codec, where the analog to digital conversion occurs.

Figure 5.13 Microphone Buffer Stage
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Figure 5.14 Highpass Elliptic Filter Stage
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Figure 5.15 Highpass Elliptic Filter and Gain Stages
Later we found that better results were achieved by eliminating the gain stage.
The gain stage introduced and amplified too much circuit noise, and the additional
frequency selectivity afforded by its two poles was minimal. Furthermore, the elliptic
stage provided sufficient gain by itself. Although in the elliptic design process the gain is
a dependent variable, by sheer chance the amplification achieved in our design was large
enough to warrant the elimination of the final amplification filter stage. In addition, the
internal gain of the codec can be changed via software by more than 22 dB to further
compensate for the loss of the final stage.
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Section 5.2.3. Compensation and Pre-Emphasis Filter
Figure 5.12 above showed the resulting magnitude response of the three-stage
cascade of audio amplifiers and filters. From plot (b) it is evident that the passband is not
flat, and a rolloff occurs, especially at the higher frequencies. In order to compensate for
this rolloff, and to further attenuate the low frequencies in the stopband, a digital preemphasis filter is applied to the incoming signal samples before the FFTs are calculated.
This 100th order FIR filter was designed via the Parks-McClellan algorithm [16], and its
frequency response is shown below in Figure 5.16. Note that the rise in the passband
gain for higher frequencies compensates for imperfections in the analog filters. The filter
also provides additional gain in the passband and further attenuation in the stopbands.
Notice that the stopband is lowest between 1.5 and 2.2 kHz, and is higher for frequencies
below 1.5 kHz. Since the zero of the elliptic filter was placed near 1.0 kHz (see Figure
5.11 plot (b)), the frequencies around the zero will already be attenuated before sampling.
Thus it was beneficial to reserve the “modeling” power in the FIR filter design process to
achieve faster transition to the stopband, rather than achieving more attenuation. The
high frequency stopband was a free benefit that was realized without significant
detriment to the relevant design specifications.
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Figure 5.16 FIR Compensation and Pre-Emphasis Filter Magnitude Response:
a) All Frequencies, b) Stopband, c) Passband
As suggested by the legend in plot (a) of Figure 5.16 above, two frequency
responses are actually being shown.

The solid black line indicates the theoretical

response, while the purple dashed line shows the frequency response obtained when the
coefficients are quantized to sixteen bits each, as imposed by the implementation on the
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DSP. As the figures reveal, both curves are identical, at least to the resolution that the
plots allow.

Section 5.2.4. Pre-Amplifier and Compressor Circuit
Another possibility for pre-conditioning the audio signal before analog-to-digitial
conversion in the codec is the use of a compressor circuit. Such circuits compress the
dynamic range of a signal, so that a large dynamic range encountered at their input is
mapped (nonlinearly) to a smaller dynamic range at their output. The Analog Devices
SSM2166 Microphone Preamplifier with Variable Compression and Noise Gating was
selected for possible use, either instead of one of the filter stages or in addition to the
filter stages. Several of the chip’s most relevant features are listed below [30]:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete microphone conditioner in a 14-pin package
Single +5 V operation
Adjustable noise gate threshold
Compression ratio set by external resistor
Automatic limiting feature – prevents ADC overload
Adjustable release time
Low noise and distortion
Power-down feature
20 kHz bandwidth (± 1 dB)
Low cost

The following excerpt is from the “General Description” provided in the specifications
document [30], and briefly describes the most salient features and capabilities:
The SSM2166 integrates a complete and flexible solution for conditioning
microphone inputs in computer audio systems. It is also excellent for improving
vocal clarity in communications and public address systems. A low noise
voltage controlled amplifier (VCA) provides a gain that is dynamically adjusted
by a control loop to maintain a set compression characteristic. The compression
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ratio is set by a single resistor and can be varied from 1:1 to over 15:1 relative to
a user defined “rotation point;” signals above the rotation point are limited to
prevent overload and eliminate “popping.” In the 1:1 compression setting the
SSM2166 can be programmed with a fixed gain of up to 20 dB; this gain is in
addition to the variable gain in other compression settings. The input buffer can
also be configured for front-end gains of 0 dB to 20 dB. A downward expander
(noise gate) prevents amplification of noise or hum. This results in optimized
signal levels prior to digitization, thereby eliminating the need for additional
gain or attenuation in the digital domain that could add noise or impair accuracy
of speech recognition algorithms. The compression ratio and time constants are
set externally. A high degree of flexibility is provided by the VCA Gain,
Rotation Point, and Noise Gate adjustment pins.
The SSM2166 is an ideal companion product for audio codecs used in
computer systems, such as the AD1845 and AD1847. The device is available in
14-pin SOIC and P-DIP packages, and guaranteed for operation over the
extended industrial temperature range of -40° C to +85° C.
A representation of the general input/output characteristics of the compressor is
shown in Figure 5.17 below. The chip is designed to operate in the compression region,
where the input signal range is compressed by a factor of r:1 before being passed to the
output. Any input signal values above the limiting threshold will be limited, to avoid
saturation of the ADC.

Furthermore, any input signal values below the downward

expansion threshold will be downwardly expanded. This can significantly reduce the
noise floor and result in a cleaner signal.
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General Input/Output Characteristics
of the Compressor
Output
(dB)

Limiting Threshold
(Rotation Point)
Downward
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(Noise Gate)

Limiting
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1

r
VCA Gain
Downward
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1
1
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Figure 5.17 General Input/Output Characteristics of the Compressor
The SSM2166 is very flexible, and all gain, threshold, and compression settings
can be controlled by externally connected circuit components (resistors and capacitors).
For example, external resistors and capacitors determine at what voltage (VDE) the
downward expansion begins, and also the location of the rotation point (VRP), above
which soft limiting occurs.

Although we spent a couple of days investigating the

compressor, and early results were promising and indicated that a performance
enhancement was possible, we had to abandon the pursuit due to project deadlines. As
often is the case, the price of its capability and flexibility is complexity. Choosing
appropriate settings for all of its parameters proved to be somewhat difficult.
Furthermore, although perhaps useful for voice communication, its nonlinear nature
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might be detrimental to the IVDS sinusoidal communication scheme. For example, if the
nonlinearity distorts the sinusoids, the introduced harmonics could interfere with the
detection process. Thus the chip’s impact on detectability would have to be examined
carefully before integrating it into the AudioLink. Such research is left as a suggestion
for future work.

Section 5.3. DSP Program
When the time came to implement the code detection algorithm on the digital
signal processor in the first AudioLink prototype, another of Dr. Beex’s graduate
students, Sundar Sankaran, was hired for the task. Sundar had much prior experience
with the Analog Devices ADSP-21xx family of DSPs, and was able to immediately
contribute to the project.

His extensive DSP programming background proved

invaluable, as the IVDS communication scheme pushed the 2181’s capabilities to the
limits. Because of his expertise, Sundar’s responsibilities were soon broadened beyond
the audio signal processing aspect to include the entire DSP program, which controlled
all of the AudioLink subsystems. Brief descriptions of some of the program functions are
provided in the sections that follow.

Section 5.3.1. Audio Input and Processing
In order to acquire the digitized audio signal from the codec, the DSP had to first
initialize the codec to sample at the proper rate from the proper channel with the desired
number of bits of sample resolution and with the desired type of sampling (A-law, PCM,
etc.). This was done by setting and clearing bits of a control word in a register, and then
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sending the control word to the codec via an output port. After the codec converts a
sample of audio signal, it is sent to a serial port, which accepts the data and generates an
interrupt request. The interrupt handling routine in the DSP then receives the sample
from the serial port, applies the FIR pre-emphasis filter, and saves the filtered sample into
a circular buffer.
After 205 new samples are acquired in this fashion, the oldest 205 samples in the
previous 4096 sample signal block are overwritten by the new samples. Since the input
signal block resides in a circular buffer, overwriting the old samples with the new ones
maintains the time integrity of the sequence. As described in Section 3.1.1, a Hanning
window is applied, and the windowed signal is scaled to the proper level in preparation
for the FFT. Block floating point scaling [16] is used in the FFT algorithm to ensure
proper dynamic range of the signal at each stage. The magnitude estimate of the output
of the FFT is then searched for the code sinusoids and for the presence of alarm signals.
See Section 3.1 for a detailed account of the code detection and extraction process. To
test for the presence of an alarm, an appropriate range of the FFT result is searched for a
definitive persisting peak that does not stray much in frequency. If the amplitude at such
a candidate peak varies with an appropriate rate of repetition (as determined by a
secondary smaller 256-point FFT), then the presence of an alarm signal is assumed, and
the AudioLink takes action as prescribed.
When detecting the presence of the sinusoids, calculating the true magnitude
spectrum is not possible due to the computational burden imposed by the square-root
operation. We also found that the alternative of using the magnitude squared spectrum
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created dynamic range problems when implemented with sixteen-bit wordlength. As
described in Section 4.4, a solution was found by computing an estimate of the magnitude
spectrum by calculating the maximum of the absolute values of the real and imaginary
parts for each FFT bin. Simulations showed that performance is only slightly degraded
by substituting this magnitude estimate (see Table 4.9 and Table 4.10).
Since the codec’s gain is software configurable within a range of about 22 dB for
the channel we are using, it is possible to implement an automatic gain control (AGC)
mechanism.

This possibility was investigated for a short time, but was abandoned

because of impending project deadlines, and because performance was acceptable
without it. However, if an AGC is deemed necessary in the future, the energy in the
signal blocks can easily be computed and used to track the signal level over time. The
gain of the codec can then be changed in software to maintain an appropriate signal level
at the ADC. Further research would be necessary, however, to determine appropriate
settings for the pertinent parameters, such as time constants, gain step sizes, attack and
delay times, nominal target levels, etc.
The 2181’s capabilities and resources were pushed to their limits for the IVDS
application. The DSP barely had enough time to perform the required calculations on
one FFT block before a new block with 205 refreshed samples was ready for processing.
Similarly, almost all of the available memory was consumed by the program and its data
variables and arrays. In fact, the various data arrays had to be re-used for multiple
purposes to the extent possible. For example, when the AudioLink provides verbal
prompts and information to the user, each word of the message is stored in the same
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memory buffer as is used for the FFTs. Since the FFTs are not computed during verbal
prompting, such dual use is possible, and is in fact necessary since no other memory
block of sufficient size is available.

Section 5.3.2. Audible User Feedback
As mentioned previously, the AudioLink uses verbal messages to provide
information to the user and to prompt for interaction. The digitized words of these
messages are stored in the ROM memory, and are loaded one at a time into the main
memory as they are output through the codec via a serial port. An amplifier then boosts
the output signal level and drives a small speaker.
The messages were originally sampled at a rate of eight kHz with a sample size of
sixteen bits, and stored to WAV files. Sound editing software was used to split the
messages into individual words, and to clean and scale the signals.

Matlab and C

programs were written which then convert the digitized audio signals to the proper data
format so they can be loaded into the 2181’s ROM memory. The English versions of the
messages were sampled at the DSPRL at Virginia Tech. The Spanish versions of the
messages were sampled in Mexico, and disks containing the WAV files were sent to the
DSPRL for processing and incorporation into the AudioLink. As mentioned above,
almost all of the available memory was consumed by the program itself and by the
multiple data arrays. Therefore, the buffer used for the FFT calculations had to be reused to hold the user messages. Since the FFTs are not calculated during output of the
user messages, such dual use of the buffer was possible and was critical for the audio
output capability.
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Section 5.4. AudioLink Evolution
Early in the project the sponsors envisioned a hand-held AudioLink that doubled
as a universal remote control.

The device would have an infrared transmitter to

communicate with electronic devices such as television, VCRs, stereo equipment, cable
boxes, etc, and it would have an embedded microphone to receive the audio codes from
across the room. The user would be prompted by the television program or commercial
to press a key on the AudioLink. In response to a key press, the device would then
commence listening for the hidden code. Upon reception of the code the AudioLink
would prompt for a personal identification number (PIN), and accept it via the keypad.
Radio frequency transmission of the results would then begin directly from the hand-held
device.
However, creating a hand-held portable AudioLink presented many engineering
challenges, many of which would limit its functionality and capabilities. Since it would
have to be powered by batteries, battery life would be a problem; many of the
components such as the DSP and the transmitter draw significant power. Furthermore, in
general the audio signal must travel across a room from the television speaker to the
AudioLink microphone. This path would introduce more noise, and the received signal
would be significantly weaker (refer to Figure 6.1 on page 161 for a plot of received
signal power versus microphone distance).

This signal degradation would be

compounded if the user did not point the device directly at the television. Also, in order
to conserve batter power and prolong battery life, the AudioLink would have to enter a
sleep mode where its many components draw minimal current. Therefore it could not
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continually listen to the acoustic signals in the room, not only for the hidden codes but
also for audible alarms.
For all of these reasons, the various engineering teams at Virginia Tech working
on the project strongly encouraged a move to a set-top box operating on AC power. The
sponsors resisted for an extended period of time, but eventually were convinced that the
limits imposed by hand-held operation were too severe.

Therefore the AudioLink

became a set-top box with an infrared receiver instead of an infrared transmitter.
Operating from an AC supply (a wall outlet) meant that it could continually listen, not
only for the hidden audio codes, but also for smoke, burglar, fire, and similar alarms.
Furthermore, being in close proximity to the television meant that the received audio
signals would be stronger with less noise, even if the embedded microphone was used. A
clip-on microphone placed directly in front of the speaker would provide even more
signal power and a lower noise floor, and the option of a direct line connection via an
RCA terminal would provide the ultimate in SNR.

Section 5.5. Modes and Capabilities
The AudioLink allows many forms of television interactivity through its many
modes of operation. With the IVDS system a user can order products, information, and
coupons with a few simple key-presses, or compete with other users in interactive games.
Another mode of operation, in conjunction with a properly configured cable television
connection, would allow web browsing over the internet. The AudioLinks can also be
used to collect viewing statistics, such as is done in the Nielsen ratings. To facilitate the
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collection of these statistics, the digital command specified in the audio code can either
instruct the AudioLinks to transmit immediately, or to transmit only if a newly generated
random number falls within a certain range.

This latter mode is critical to avoid

transmission collisions if the local AudioLink distribution is dense; only some specified
percentage of the devices would transmit in response to the command. Table 5.1 below
summarizes the IVDS digital commands and the actions the AudioLink takes upon
receipt of the commands.
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Table 5.1 AudioLink Commands and Actions

Command

Action

0

Transmit

1

Transmit if user presses any key in response to “Press a key for a coupon”

2

Transmit if user presses any valid key; if the key pressed is invalid, the message
“Invalid Keypress” is outputted and the audio-link waits for an additional 20 sec for
a key press.

3

Transmit if random number < K and user presses any key

4

Transmit if user presses any key in response to “Press a key for more information”

5

Transmit if random number < K

6

Transmit if second audio-code detected within 10 sec after the message “Please Enter
PIN Number now”

7

Transmit if second audio-code detected within 10 sec

8

Transmit if second audio-code detected within 10 sec after the message “Please Enter
Bar Code now”

9

Transmit if IR Code detected within 10 sec after the message “Please Enter Bar Code
now”

10

Transmit if IR code detected within 10 sec

11

Transmit if user presses 4 valid keys; if any of the keys pressed is invalid, the
message “Invalid Keypress. Please Enter PIN Number now” is outputted and the
audio-link waits for an additional 20 sec for a 4 digit PIN number.

12

Transmit if user presses 4 valid keys in response to “Please Enter PIN Number now”;
if any of the keys pressed is invalid, the message “Invalid Keypress. Please Enter
PIN Number now” is outputted and the audio-link waits for an additional 20 sec for a
4 digit PIN number.

13

If the Product ID is 0, the audio-link enters into the transmitter test mode. Here, the
audio-link transmits continuously at 912 MHz. Pressing any key on a remote will
take the audio-link out of the test mode and bring it back to normal mode.
If the Product ID is not 0, nothing happens.

14 & 15

Set Mode = 1 and save the audio-code
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The following bulleted list of notes provides further information on the modes and
behavior of the AudioLink.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Commands 0 - 12 operate in Mode 0.
If any key is pressed while in Mode 1, the saved audio-code is transmitted.
If any command other than 14 or 15 is received, while in Mode 1, the Mode is reset to
0.
When an alarm is detected, the audio-link transmits a message with 0#111…1 as the
product ID, and the frequency (bin number) as the Data.
Commands 2, 11, and 12 expect the user to press the digit key(s) on the “IVDS
Remote” (RCA Laserdisc). For other commands, any key on any remote may be
pressed.
Pressing the Stop key on the IVDS Remote toggles the “Mute Status” of the audiolink. The LED will blink once, if the status is switched to “Muted” and it will blink
twice, if the status is switched to “Un-muted”.
Pressing the Rewind key on the IVDS remote decreases the volume of the audio-link.
The LED will blink once, if the volume is decreased.
Pressing the Fast-Forward key on the IVDS remote increases the volume of the
audio-link. The LED will blink once, if the volume is increased.
11 Transmissions occur in Mode 0, over a period of (approximately) 20 seconds.
Each transmission starts at a random time instant within a 2 sec window and uses one
of the 4 channels (906 MHz, 912 MHz, 918 MHz, and 924 MHz) cyclically (1st
transmission uses 906 MHz, 2nd transmission uses 912 MHz, and so on).
4 successive transmissions - one in each channel - occur in Mode 1; there is no delay
between successive transmissions.
Transmission of the “Alarm Message” is same as Mode 1 transmission.
Message with product Code 0 is transmitted on power-on or reset; transmission
protocol is same as Mode 0 protocol. Message Priority is 7.
There is a delay of 4 ms after initializing the frequency synthesizer (before each
transmission); synthesizer is turned off after each transmission.
The transmitter is turned on and off, before and after, respectively, each transmission.
Note that mode zero is the typical mode, and mode one is only used for web

browsing. Note also that priorities are assigned at the AudioLink to the messages to be
transmitted via RF, based on the digital command received in the audio codes. At the
repeater unit, received messages are placed in a queue and are sorted based on their
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priorities and other criteria. This places them in the order in which they will eventually
be passed along to the host computer.

Section 5.6. Code Insertion Programs
Section 5.6.1. C/C++ Windows Programming
During the development of the AudioLink and its communications scheme, the
main code insertion program was Matlab-based. This evolving Matlab program was used
to insert the codes for all of the tests and demonstrations until nearly the end of the
project. The program not only contained instructions necessary to insert the codes, but
also contained extraneous routines. Some of these additional routines were used for
analysis - to gather statistics, to evaluate performance, and/or to conduct tests on
parameter variations. Other functions were added to better demonstrate and explain the
insertion process to the sponsors and other visitors.

Later, however, non-engineers

outside of our research lab will be performing the code insertions, and so the insertion
program had to be converted to a stand-alone Microsoft Windows program. Although
Matlab to C language converters are available, they usually produce inefficient C code.
Furthermore, since the Matlab program had a long and erratic evolution, it too was
inefficient and also contained the extraneous analysis routines.

Since the analysis

routines were not necessary for the Windows version, and because of the efficiency
issues, the final code insertion program was written from scratch in Borland C++.
One major difference between the Matlab and C versions of the program was in
the acquisition of the necessary parameters. In the Matlab version, parameters such as
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filter coefficients, control bin locations, data bin locations, locking frequencies, etc., are
computed during program execution. With the C program, however, these parameters
were viewed as “IVDS standards” and were loaded from binary files created a priori.
As mentioned in previous chapters, early in the project Matlab routines were
written to facilitate the loading and storing of audio signals in Microsoft WAV file
format. The WAV format is a type of Resource Interchange File Format (RIFF), which
specifies that the file consists of smaller components, called “chunks” and “sub-chunks.”
A chunk is a logical data segment that always has the same structure, regardless of what
type of data it contains. This format is hierarchical, where each successive level of
header or data becomes more specific but also adheres to the well-defined rules. WAV
files can store videos, still images, text, or any other type of digital data, in addition to the
sampled audio data, as long as the formatting rules are followed. In fact, anyone can add
their own chunks and expand the format, as long as they follow the specified structure.
Each type of data can be extracted by properly parsing through the file and skipping over
and ignoring the chunks that are not pertinent to the immediate task.
WAV files store sampled audio signals in “WAVE” chunks containing a
formatting sub-chunk. This sub-chuck contains information on how the audio signal was
acquired and stored.

The parameters specified in the format sub-chunk include the

number of samples per second, the word size of the samples (8-, 12-, or 16-bits are
typical), the number of channels, the number of average bytes per second, the block
alignment, the type of sampling (e.g., pulse code modulation (PCM)), and the total
number of bytes in the entire data chunk. These parameters allow the file to be parsed
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and the audio to be extracted. More details about the WAV format can be found at the
Microsoft web site (http://www.microsoft.com), at a variety of other sites on the internet,
and in some Windows programming books.
The Matlab routines for loading and saving WAV files required all of the audio
signal to be held in memory, and could only be used with a small sub-class of WAV files.
Since the entire audio signal had to be stored in memory, if the WAV file was longer than
seven or eight seconds, it had to be split into smaller manageable segments first. As
described in Chapter 7, this was the procedure followed for all of the field tests.
However, for the final Windows-based insertion program, we desired the capability to
operate on WAV files of any length. Therefore, new routines were written to read, write,
copy, load format sub-chunks, save format sub-chunks, extract and replace small
segments, and perform other miscellaneous operations on the WAV files. These routines
enabled codes to be inserted into huge WAV files, since only the necessary segments
were extracted, modified, and replaced. It should be noted that the program first copies
the original WAV file to another file with the desired target file name. Only the target
copy is modified by the insertion program, and the original is never changed. Thus it is
always possible to return to the original and test other insertion parameters.
After the Windows program was completed, a new class of WAV files was
encountered which could not be read with the existing functions. Therefore, we wrote a
conversion program to read recalcitrant files, extract the necessary formatting
information and the audio data, and write the data back to more “standard” (i.e., more
basic) WAV files. This conversion program has been successful in converting every
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problem file we have encountered to date, although it is likely that it too will need
modification later as the WAV definition is expanded, and files with other deviations
from the “standard” are discovered.
Writing the stand-alone Windows program for code insertion presented many
challenges. The sponsors wanted to be able to run the program not only on Windows 95
machines, but also on machines running the older Windows version 3.1. Therefore, the
target program had to use sixteen-bit addressing, instead of the more capable 32-bit
scheme. Sixteen-bit addressing of large memory blocks requires significant care on the
part of the programmer, to ensure that all pointers increment properly when segment
boundaries are crossed. Furthermore, several important routines in the sixteen-bit library
did not support the huge pointers needed for addressing huge memory allocations, and so
alternate solutions and routines had to be written explicitly to handle those cases.
Dealing with sampled audio signals meant that many such huge memory blocks were
needed in various capacities, and so the sixteen-bit pointer problem proved to be quite an
obstacle at times.
The final C program for code insertion worked very well, and even people who
are technologically “challenged” can successfully insert codes into WAV files. Although
the final version submitted to the sponsors was console based, incorporating a full
graphical user interface should be a relatively easy task for a future programmer. The
program is very object-oriented, logically organized, and well-documented. The code
insertions are treated as objects, and the single task of the main program is to obtain the
relevant properties of those objects (the code’s position, duration, message number,
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command number, etc.). The insertion is then performed in a “black box,” invisible to
the user (and even the programmer) in almost every way.

Section 5.6.2. Compensation for Inaccurate Sampling Rates
During the code insertion process, knowing the exact sampling rate of the final
digital-to-analog conversion is critical.

If the sampling rate is other than what is

assumed, all the code sinusoids will be displaced in the frequency domain, hindering or
destroying the detection capability at the AudioLink receiver. Although quartz crystals
and divide-by factors control the sampling rates of computer soundcards, the crystals and
factors can vary from one card to the next. Therefore, two soundcards can sample at
drastically different rates even when both are nominally set to the same sampling
frequency. Sound card crystals are typically stable to about 300 parts per million, or 0.03
percent, and so frequency variation is not the problem. Rather the difficulty is that there
can be a bias in the rate itself. For instance, although two computers in the DSP Research
Lab ostensibly sample and play back at 44.1 kHz, their actual rates differ by almost six
percent.

Since the IVDS communication scheme relies on sinusoids at precise

frequencies (or slightly shifted versions of them), a six-percent deviation completely
prevents successful transmission and reception of the codes.
In order to compensate for differing sampling rates, we created and incorporated
what we dubbed a Sampling Rate Conversion Factor (SRCF). This SRCF changed the
normalized frequencies of the sinusoids, so that their actual frequencies would be correct
when played back on a particular computer through a particular soundcard. Therefore, in
the commercial modification process, a trial run had to be performed first so the
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necessary SRCF could be identified if it was not already known. This was achieved by
examining where the frequency locking sinusoids landed in the frequency domain,
relative to where they should have been. The SRCF is then simply the inverse ratio of the
centers of the two frequency locations. Subsequent code insertions would then use this
factor whenever that same computer was responsible for the audio sampling and
playback.
Later in the project we developed an automated method to compensate for
improper sampling rates. A high frequency (6406.25 Hz) sinusoid was created and saved
to calibration WAV files at sampling rates of 16.0, 22.05, and 44.1 kHz (the possible
target sampling rates for code insertion).

With a 16.0 kHz sampling rate at the

AudioLink receiver, this frequency corresponds to bin number 1641 in a 4096 point FFT.
A special program was written to create a “calibration” AudioLink device.

The

calibration WAV files are played back from the computer to be used in the code insertion
process. The calibration AudioLink then detects the sinusoid by searching the FFT
output for its peak, and verbally reveals the sinusoid location via the peak’s bin number.
This four-digit bin number, called the AudioLink Calibration Number (ALCN), is then
used in the Windows-based insertion program to compensate for the inaccurate sampling
rate. Note that the ALCN is the inverse of the Sampling Rate Conversion Factor (SRCF)
used originally in the project and described earlier.
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